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Abstract

those youth grow and go to college they can
choose a lot of different careers but there are one
that its going down fast, the computer science
career. With this new game those youth will be
able to play it to lost their fear and see programming like something attractive and fun. This
new game its called CODECraft. The students
will have a turtle and with that turtle they can
build whatever like walls, floors or even houses,
but first they need to program it. What we
want is that the student programs the turtle and
learns how to use loops, variables, functions,
statements, etc. Inside the game there are some
quests that will be guiding and making the game
engaging for the student to keep them interest
and improve their learning. With CODECraft
they will learn the basics of the programing language LUA that is just like Python and we hope
to transfer this learning to real life with a posttest to proof our concepts of the level we design.
Our hypothesis is that if the students play a game
thats designed to teach programming and they
find the game engaging they will see programming a lot more fun and learn faster the basics
of programming and consequently they can be
more likely to pursue a computer science career.

CODECraft develop a new way to teach programming basic skills while you play a super
popular game called Minecraft. Using different Minecraft modification (Forge, Mystcraft,
Agrarianskies and Computercraft) to create
what we call CODECraft. In CODECraft, the
students will program a turtle that is a robot,
to do some specific task faster than if they do
it manually using a program language called
LUA to create structures like houses, floors,
walls in 3D using loops, variable, statements
and functions. Our hope is that students will
find this game amazing and engaging and they
will demonstrate transferred programing skills
from the game to real programing languages like
Python or C++. This summer we create a really impressive level in CODECraft as proof of
our concepts, and we look to test that level in
middle school students from the NCSU summer
camps.
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Introduction

In this generation the youth are playing a lot
with videogames and the researchers make a
game to teach computer science basics. When
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Related Work

and Tiffany Barnes, 2009). Our primary goal
is that students from middle school learn the basics of programming by playing our game called
CODECraft and then they will be more likely to
pursue a Computer Science Career. It has been
proven that everyone thinks different. For a specific problem a person can find one possible solution but another one can find a completely different solution for the same problem. In this
paper they find that not because a person has
find a solution for the problem there are no more
possible solution that anyone can discover (Tony
McCaffrey, 2012). The project incorporates the
idea of searching for every aspect of the problem and find different solutions in order to write
the quest a lot more precise. Because the project
can have a quest that might be solve in one way
but some of the kids might find a totally different way to solve the problem. If the kids have
some problems finishing the quests they will
have some hints inside the game to help them.
The researchers took this idea from the paper
Building Games to Learn from Their Players:
Generating Hints in a Serious Game (Andrew
Hicks, Barry Peddycord III and Tiffany Barnes
2014) were those scientists ask some volunteers
to play the game and while they are playing it the
scientist ask them questions and look what are
the most difficult parts the volunteers found and
after making evaluations place some hints in the
game. In CODECraft the researchers can select
some persons to play the game and by making
them questions while watching how they solving the quest and after evaluating the data they
can implement some hints inside the game. This
generation the people are increasingly playing
videogames. In an investigation by Sebastian
Deterding et al., (2009) they try to extract things
from the videogames and transfer them to real
life to attract people to different things they
called this gamification. Like A User-Centered
Theoretical Framework for Meaningful Gamifi-

Acey Kreisler Boyce et al., (2011) make an investigation about the Virtual Bead game, that
have tools for the players, and the BeadLoom
game that leave the player to experiment and
learn themselves how to complete the puzzle.
This experiment concludes that the BeadLoom
game is better than the ones with the tools because makes the player to think and create their
own ways, they learned faster than with the tools
(Acey Kreisler Boyce et al., 2011). This connects with CodeCraft, because right after the
player ends with CodeCraft the tutorial for programing in LUA, they would be able to use
their knowledge in the game and keep learning by themselves, discovering new things about
ComputerCraft, but not only to keep learning
and discovering in Minecraft but in real world.
Minecraft is a 3D game and an investigation of
Alexander Repenning et al., (2014) has shown
that kids or students who play Minecraft are
more likely to create new 3D games. CODECraft is an educational game that the researchers
create in Minecraft. Its not only teaching them
to programming but it is also engaging young
kids to create their own designs. Results showed
that ownership is a great way of motivation
(Alexander Repenning et al., 2014); they saw
that middle school kids like their designs since
they created them. Overall, programming and
designing in 3D engages young people who
have experiences with 3D virtual worlds like
Minecraft. The researchers choose Minecraft
because the students from middle school like
this game a lot. Based on an investigation
by Michael Eagle and Tiffany Barnes (2009)
creating educational games will help students
to learn something faster than with a normal
class. The result of the investigation of this paper shows that the students prefer a game assignment, where they are playing and learning
instead of the traditional class (Michael Eagle
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cation they put piano chords in normal stair to
attract people to use them instead of the escalators (Scott Nicholson, et al., 2012). CODECraft implement the gamification by adding different quest not related to programming; the researchers put them like bonus quests to keep the
player interested in playing the game. The quest
might be like build four cubes of oak wood and
then we reward them with something that will
give them a good advantage in the game.
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Figure 1: Level one start screen.

Method

CODECraft is a game where the student will
learn how to program in LUA, the Minecraft
programming language. He has to complete ten
levels in order to learn the basics of programming. In these levels they will learn the importance of loops, variable, statements and all
the basic concepts of programming. The lessons
consist in challenges about programming like:
building walls, floors and houses. When the student starts the level he will be in front of a big
screen that will welcome to the respective level
(Figure 1). Then, he walks a little and encounters some monitors that will tell what he need to
do in order to complete the level. It maybe says
something funny just for entertainment. The
first level will show the student how to code inside the LUAs terminal and how to make the turtles move (Figure 2). After he code and solve
the quest will get a linking book that links other
worlds inside one dimension. Basically, the student will put the book he earned in the portal and
it will transport to the next level.
To create the educational game using
Minecraft the researchers install and combine
different mods. The mod that able the student
to work in computers in Minecraft was the
Computer Craft mod (Figure 3). This mod
let the students have computers, disk drives,
turtles, floppy, monitors and a lot more. Will let

Figure 2: Terminal of LUA Minecraft.
him use the computers as a programming tool
where he will write the code and the turtle will
do the hard job. When the student start coding
will see a black terminal like real programming
and there is where he will write all the codes
for the turtle to do the job. Something the
researchers dont like of the mod is that if the
students dont use a floppy and they broke the
computer or turtle all the program will be
lost. This is basically the mod that makes the
whole investigation work. With the computers
the students will write the necessary codes to
complete the level and then if they write them
well the turtle will do the job. Something they
need to know is that turtle needs fuel in order to
work and do the job. After the students finish
the ten levels they should be able to transfer
all that they learn to real life in languages like
Python or C++.
To connect the worlds after the students finish
the level the mod the researchers install was the
Mystcraft mod (Figure 4). With the Mystcraft
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Figure 3: ComputerCraft Tols.

Figure 5: Agrarian Skies mod, Hardcore Questing Mode, quest book for level one.
write quests. But when the researchers downloaded they go to the code of the mod and write
some codes to make an edit part in the mod and
with that we can write our own quests inside the
mod. After the researchers change the code of
the mod we write some quest and test them to
see if it works. Then after we finish with all the
tests translate those quests to the levels of the
game. The researchers change the original code
to let the student die every time they want because in the original code the student just have
three lives and if he lose them he cannot play
again in that world. So if for some reason the
student die they will not lose everything they
have and continue playing.
If the students are able to complete the ten
levels and transfer what they learn to real life
the researchers primary goal will be achieved.
A secondary goal of the investigation is to make
the students who play the game more interested
in pursuing a computer science career by making them see that programming is a very fun job
and they do not have to fear it.

Figure 4: Mystcraft portal to next level.
the student can transport to the other level and
continue learning without exit Minecraft. This
mod gives the student crystal to build a portal,
descriptive and linking books to transport him to
another dimension. To build a portal he will arrange the crystals in a way that looks like a vertical rectangle and then put the descriptive or linking book in the book receptacle and the portal
will open to transport him to another dimension.
Also with the mod the researchers rebuild the interface in Minecraft and make the world smaller
for the student not to get lost. The researchers
did this by creating new linking books with the
writing desk and the book binder because if we
use the books that the mod supply it will transport us to a random world. The Mystcraft mod
will assure that the student complete the levels
in order and dont jump to another level.
The Agrarian Skies mod is the mod that
makes the quests to teach the student the basics
of what programming is (Figure 5). This mod
works by giving the student a book with pre-
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Future Work

The researchers complete one functional level
and ten level designs. In the next summer they
will test the game in a summer camp at NCSU
and will make an experiment with the volunteer
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students who play the game. The researchers
want to see if by playing the game the students learn faster some basics of programming
language than some students that dont play the
game. The researchers will prove the learning
of the students by providing a post-test to both
groups of students.
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